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AA Theoretical Excursus 

0.11 Introductio n 

Inn this Theoretical Excursus, I discuss a theoretical insight that builds on the proposal by 
Smithh (2000) to use Dependency Phonology (DP) as a complementary sub-segmental 
theoryy to Optimality Theory (OT). I adopt the general approach of DP to syllable and 
segmentt structure, but propose a significantly different representation of the sub-
segmentall  distinctive features. The modificationss to Smith's proposal that are discussed 
here,, allow the combined theoretical approaches to account for acquisition data more 
adequatelyy than would Smith's approach, while still accounting for the adult 
phonologicall  phenomena that the present accounts cover. Although this theoretical 
insightt did result from the project on which this dissertation reports and is relevant to the 
findings,, it is presented as an excursus because the main focus of the dissertation is on 
descriptionn and not on theory. 

Inn §2.4 I outlined the general characteristics of OT. For convenience, I summarize 
thee main points below in this section, followed by an introduction to DP in §0.2. The 
problemss that arise from Smith's DP proposal, as far as they concern accounting for 
acquisitionn are discussed in §0.3, with a reanalysis of sub-segmental representation being 
putt forward in §0.4. The new sub-segmental place features are incorporated into OT to 
accountt for the relevant acquisition data in §0.5, with supporting evidence from the 
Jamaicann children applied in §0.6. I demonstrate the model's ability to deal with 
individuall  variation in §0.7 and conclude in §0.8. 

Thee three basic components in an OT grammar are the hierarchy of constraints 
(CON),, a generator (GEN) and an evaluator (EVAL). GEN generates all the possible 
surfacee forms (output candidates) of an underlying form (input). EVAL assesses all the 
outputt candidates to see which best satisfies CON, and the optimal candidate is selected 
ass the output form. The non-winning candidates violate a higher ranked constraint than 
doess the optimal candidate. The basic components of an OT grammar are as presented 
in(l) . . 
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(1)) Components o f OT grammar. 

 CON: the constraints 

 GEN: for each input, the Generator produces a candidate set of potential 
outputt (surface) forms. 

 E VAL: the Evaluator uses a universal set of constraints, ranked based on 
languagee particular requirements, to select the most optimal 
candidatee as the output. 

Threee main categories of constraints are generally recognised, the primary two being 
wellformednesswellformedness constraints and faithfulness or correspondence constraints. 
Wellformednesss constraints are statements of structural preferences such as one that 
recognisess the fact that most languages favour syllables that have onsets but not codas. 
Faithfulnesss constraints require the output to be similar to the input, discouraging 
insertion,, deletion, assimilation, etc. The third category of constraints that is used is the 
alignmentalignment family, which requires alignment between two levels of structure. Typically, 
theree is conflict between the satisfaction of wellformedness constraints and the 
satisfactionn of faithfulness constraints, but this conflict is resolved by the ranking of the 
constraints. . 

Ann example of how OT works can be demonstrated by looking at syllable stress in 
Hindi.. In Hindi, syllables that end with a short vowel are light and those that end with 
longg vowels or a vowel and consonant are heavy. The rightmost syllable is stressed if it 
iss the heaviest in the word. If there is a tie, for example the final and penultimate 
syllabless are the same weight, then the penultimate syllable is stressed. 

Inn a rule-based account this would be accounted for by a rule to stress the 
penultimatee syllable, except where the final syllable is the heaviest in the word. An 
alternativee rule-based account would stress the last syllable in the word, but with an 
exceptionn making the last syllable of the word extrametrical (ignored) unless it is the 
heaviest.. In either case there is a need for a rule and an exception to die rule. 

Thee OT account utilizes two constraints, namely, PEAK PROMINENCE, which 
requiress that the heaviest syllable be stressed and NONFTNALITY, which requires the 
stressedd syllable to be non-final. If PEAK PROMINENCE is ranked more highly than 
NONFrNALITYY then the observed stress pattern is accounted for, as shown in (2) and 
(3).. The stressed syllable is the one preceded by the symbol \ 
Inn the case of tamatar 'tomato', the final syllable is heavier than the penultimate 
syllable,, so the stress should fall on the final syllable. The candidate with the stress on 
thee penultimate syllable, in (2), fatally violates the PEAK-PROM constraint, because the 
heaviestt syllable is not stressed. This results in the correct selection of the candidate 
withh stress on the final syllable as optimal and hence the output form. 
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(2)) Hindi input: /tamatar/ 'tomato' 

—»» /tama'tar/ 

/ta'matar/ / 

PEAK-PROM M 

*! ! 

NONFIN N 

* * 

Notes:: ' X - the syllable X is stressed 
**  - Violation 
!!  - Fatal violation 
-»» - Output form (optimal candidate) 

Inn the case of samiti 'committee', all the syllables are of the same weight and 
thereforee stress should fall on the penultimate syllable. The candidate, in (3), with the 
stresss on the final syllable, fatally violates the NONFIN constraint. This results in the 
candidatee with the stress on the penultimate syllable being correctly selected as the 
optimall  candidate and output. Note that the same ranking of the same constraints 
producess the expected results in the two different situations. 

(3)) Hindi input: /samiti/ 'committee' 

/sami'ti/ / 

—»» /sa'miti/ 

PEAK-PROM M NONFIN N 

*! ! 

Notes:: ' X - the syllable X is stressed 
**  - Violation 
!!  - Fatal violation 
->> - Output form (optimal candidate) 

OTT basically accounts for the acquisition process in terms of the continuous reranking 
off  constraints until the child's phonological system matches the adult system. There are 
variouss proposals as to the detailed workings of the model. Tesar & Smolensky (1994 
andd 1998) share the more accepted OT view that the constraints are innate and basically 
allall the child has to do is rearrange them according to the adult system to which she is 
exposed.. Boersma (1998) is of the view that all constraints must first be learned, based 
onn functional necessity, before they can be ranked and reranked. Bolognesi (1998) 
suggestss that structural wellformedness constraints and faithfulness constraints are not 
learnedd per se but are a result of more general principles19. He however also holds the 
vieww that there are other constraints, outside these two categories, that are necessarily 
learned.. I wil l not join this particular debate at this time, since for this dissertation I 
needd only to utilize wellformedness and faithfulness constraints to account for the data, 
thee nature of which are subject to more consensus in the literature. DP is introduced in 

199 cf. Helsloot (1995) on rhythm. 
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§0.2,, not because it provides a competing account of acquisition but because it 
providess a suitable complement to the OT account in respect of sub-segmental structure 

OTT is still a relatively new theory and is not without shortcomings. Some of these 
includee the lack of a proper theory of GEN (cf. Bolognesi, 1998), and of fully developed 
theoriess of segmental and syllabic structure. Also lacking are clear explorations of some 
fundamentall  assumptions. These include assumptions such as those pertaining to the 
naturee of constraints, those pertaining to the presumed universality of all constraints, and 
thosee pertaining to the precise meaning of universality and innateness. These questions 
havee been raised by numerous critics of OT, including Chomsky (1995), but also by 
linguistss working within the OT framework. Bolognesi (1998), Boersma (1998) and 
Smithh (2000) are but a few examples. There have also been extensive discussions on the 
internet-basedd Optimality List on some of these issues. 

Thee consideration of possible solutions to most of these issues is beyond the scope of 
thiss dissertation. However, there is at least one issue for which a specific solution needs 
too be mooted in the context of this dissertation. Although OT made its breakthrough in 
phonologyy it did not initially include detailed sub-theories of all aspects of phonology. 
Off  note is the fact that there was no specific sub-theory of segmental representation, 
althoughh Pulleyblank's work on vowel feature constraints in OT has been the most 
innovativee operating within the confines of the Feature Geometry model of segmental 
structuree (see Pulleyblank, 1997). The lack of a specific segmental sub-theory was 
presumablyy a tactical position, but it has maybe provided critics of OT with support for 
thee argument that OT is nothing more than a tool for conflict resolution. OT is actually 
muchh more than that. At a minimum it is a theoretical approach that allows the 
integrationn of other theories, with the end result of a more comprehensive theory. Smith 
(2000)) suggests that DP provides a good candidate for the theory of segmental structure 
thatt could be incorporated into OT. I share this view. 

0.22 Dependency Phonology 

Onee of the most attractive aspects of DP, in my view, is that some versions, especially 
thosee adopted by van der Hulst (1988) and Smith (1988), have a very small and inclusive 
inventoryy of sub-segmental features21. In the more recent developments of these 
versionss of the theory they include two manner features [C, V] and three place features 
[A ,, I, U]. These features interact in dependency relations to account for the various 
segmentss and phonological processes. 

DPP was introduced by Anderson & Jones (1974) and comprehensively elaborated in 
Andersonn & Ewen (1987). The latter publication identifies several privative consonant 
elementss in addition to the three primary vowel elements [A, I, U]. Similar segment 
elementss are utilised in other approaches, such as Particle Theory (Schane, 1984) and 
Governmentt Phonology (Kaye, Lowenstamm & Vergnaud, 1985). The current situation 
inn DP, with only these three elements accounting for both consonant and vowel place, 
begann with van der Hulst (1988) and Smith (1988). Clements (1985), working in a 
differentt framework, recognises manner as a single node. Smith et al. (1991) adapt this 
andd propose manner as the head of the segment, with [C] and [V] as the only manner 

Thee version of DP that I discuss in §0.2 has not been previously applied to acquisition data as 
farr as I am aware. 
211 Radical CV Phonology (van der Hulst, 1995) has only two features, namely C and V. 
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featuress and place as a complement. Humbert (1995) took this a stage further by 
proposingg that manner fully dominates place. 

Smithh (2000) still recognises [C] and [V] as the only manner features, but recognises 
threee levels of manner structure in order to account for the traditional manner features, 
obstruent,, sonorant, continuant, consonantal and vocalic. He also recognises a special 
statuss for sibilants, replacing the SPE feature strident, in terms of their different coronal 
placess of articulation. Smith's (2000) view of syllable and segmental structure is 
presentedd in (4). It makes reference to syllable structure, the analysis of which is further 
developedd in Smith (1999a: 582). It is based on Levin's (1984) X-bar model. 

Thee components above the horizontal line represent his interpretation of the structure 
off  the syllable and those below the line represent the structure of the segments. The 
generall  representation is similar to the X-bar theory of generative syntax. The main 
conceptt reflected by this is Levin's thesis that the rhyme (N') and syllable (N") are 
projectionss of the nucleus (N), which is seen as the head of the syllable. 

(4)) Syllable and segment structure (Smith, 2000) 

N""  (syllable) 
// | 

// N' (rhyme) 
// | 

// N (nucleus) 

M"[C ]]  M"[V ] ]a (obstruent sonorant) 

M'[C]]  M' [V] (noncontinuant continuant) 
ii i 
ii i 

MM [C] M [V] (constrictive nonconstrictive) 

[ P l a c e]]  ([A,I,U] ) 

InspiredInspired by the work of Humbert (1995) the segment is seen as being headed by the 
mannerr feature. Smith's interpretation of the place features for stops, sibilants and 
vowelss (primary and secondary) are presented in Table 0.1. The governing and 
dependentt interpretations of the elements occurring in segments can be equated to 
primaryy and secondary articulations, respectively. For example, based on Smith's 
representation,, the element [U] in the governing position of a vowel represents the 
primaryy articulation of a back vowel. In the dependent position of a vowel [U] 
representss the secondary articulation of rounding. 
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Tablee 0.1: Smith's (2000) manner  sensitive interpretations of place features. 
Stop p 

AA [dorsal] 

II  [coronal] 

UU [labial] 

Sibilant t 
(coronal) ) 

IAA "retracted" 

II  "normal" 

IUU "retroflex" 

Vowell  (primary) 

AA [low] 

II  [front] 

UU [back] 

Vowell  (secondary) 

AA [RTR] 

II  [ATR] 

UU [round] 

Smith'ss representations in Table 0.1 should be seen as stating an implicational 
relationshipp between the consonants and vowels represented by the same element. In the 
casee of child language, evidence of the acquisition of a segment would imply the 
acquisitionn of the other segment that is represented by the same element (cf. Levelt, 
1994:: 80). Therefore, the acquisition of a dorsal consonant should imply the acquisition 
off  the low vowel, but, more crucially for my argument, the acquisition of the low vowel 
impliess the acquisition of a dorsal consonant. The same relationship should, by this 
account,, exist between coronal consonants and front vowels and between labial 
consonantss and back vowels. 

II  have adopted Smith's model of the syllable and segment above the level of place. 
However,, his interpretation of the place features does not account for acquisition data 
generally,, as is demonstrated in the next sub-section. 

0.33 Problems with DP and Acquisition 

DP,, including this most recent version by Smith, does not easily account for acquisition 
dataa generally. It should be noted however that one of Smith's aims is to correct 
shortcomingss in the SPE and Feature Geometry approaches to distinctive features by 
recapturingg relevant groupings lost from the more inclusive Jakobsonian features, in 
additionn to enhancing OT with DP. However, his proposal would be stronger if it could 
accountt for acquisition data as well. 

Thee main problems stem from the interpretation of the elements [A] and [U]. [A] 
representss a feature common to both low vowels and dorsal consonants and [U] 
representss both labial consonants and back vowels. If it is assumed that children do not 
acquiree all the place elements simultaneously and that an acquired feature applies to both 
consonantss and vowels, then these interpretations of the elements prove problematic. 
Afterr all, one tendency seen in virtually all modern approaches is an increasing 
amalgamationn of the vocalic and consonantal place features, taken to an extreme in these 
DPP approaches. One would then expect this amalgamation to be reflected in the facts of 
acquisition.. Therefore if a child begins by acquiring the low vowel before the time front 
and/orr back vowels are acquired, then she should be expected to acquire dorsal 
consonantss before coronals or labials. As is discussed below, this is not attested in any 
dataa I am aware of. Similarly, the early acquisition of labial consonants should also 
implyy the early acquisition of back vowels. Again this is not attested. In Chapter 5, for 
example,, it was shown that most of the children in this project acquired dorsal 
consonantss and back vowels either simultaneously or within short intervals of each 
other.. This cannot be easily accounted for with Smith's interpretation of the elements in 
Tablee 0.1, since two different elements account for these segments. The problems posed 
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byy the acquisition data are summarised in (5). These do not represent all the possible 
implicationall  relationships of Smith's approach, but only those that prove problematic in 
accountingg for the acquisition data. 

(5)) Place Problems with DP22 and acquisition data: 

a.. Acquisition of low vowel implies acquisition of dorsal consonant (not 
attested). . 

b.. Acquisition of labial consonant implies acquisition of back vowel (not 
attested). . 

c.. The attested (near) simultaneous acquisition of dorsal consonants and 
backk vowels is not accounted for in an unproblematic way. 

Mostt phonology acquisition studies from as early as Jakobson (1956), have found 
evidencee of children acquiring labial and/or coronal consonants and low and/or front 
vowelss amongst their initial segments. Based on Smith's account one would expect that 
whenn the labial consonants are observed in children's early speech one would also see 
backk vowels. Also, when the low vowel is observed one would expect to see dorsal 
consonants.. There are not many cases, cross-linguistically, where a back vowel and/or a 
dorsall  consonant are included amongst the earliest segments to be acquired. 

0.44 Proposal for  a Theory of the Segment 

Thee first step in proposing a theory of the segment that accounts for the acquisition data 
iss to account for the fact that most children begin by acquiring labial and/or coronal 
consonantss as well as low and/or front vowels. I adopt, without significant modification, 
thee relationship between coronal consonants and front vowels in DP and other models, 
includingg Feature Geometry. I focus therefore firstly on labial consonants and low 
vowels.. The main step in this regard is to recognise the relationship between labial 
consonantss and low vowels. Although the aim is to gain a phonological insight, I begin 
byy looking at the articulatory phonetics of [a], which forms the basis of the 
reclassificationn of elements that I propose below. 

Inn addition to the tongue being low in the oral cavity for the production of [a], the 
closestt constriction is at the tongue root or the pharynx (cf. Ladefoged & Maddison, 
1996:: 284). The main reason that vowels are classified primarily according to the 
positionn of the highest point of the tongue from the roof of the mouth is that it groups the 
vowelss very well into natural classes. However, the most important articulatory 
characteristicc is the position of the point of maximum constriction of the vocal tract and 
thee cross-sectional area of the vocal tract at that point (Stephens & House 1955, Fant 
1960).. They measure the point of maximum constriction in terms of the distance of the 
constrictionn from the glottis. This method of measurement does not reveal the natural 

222 Although the most recent version of DP, as presented by Smith (2000) is used to demonstrate 
thee point, other similar DP versions include essentially the same difficulties. 
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classess that are recognised in phonology. However, if rather than using a fixed point of 
reference,, such as the glottis or the roof of the mouth, only the point of maximum 
constrictionn is noted, it does map the observed natural classes fairly closely. Therefore, 
thee pharyngeal constriction of low vowels is probably just as significant a characteristic 
ass the height of the tongue in the oral cavity. Notwithstanding this point, I wil l still use 
thee term low to refer to these vowels in order to not let jargon affect the clarity of the 
pointss being made. 

Thee lips and pharynx can be classified as being peripheral to the oral tract, with the 
orall  tract being defined as that part of the vocal tract lying between the pharynx and the 
lipss (Trask 1996). As shown in (6), Halle (1986) recognises a peripheral node in feature 
geometry.. However, his peripheral node includes the dorsal and labial nodes, as they are 
inn Jakobson, Fant & Halle's (1951) definition of the feature [grave]. 

(6)) Place feature geometry according to Halle (1986) 

Coronall  Peripheral 

[Disl]]  [Am] Dorsal Labial 

[High]]  [Low] [Back] [Round] 

Inn the present account I view the peripheral node as including labial and radical 
constrictionn points, while excluding coronal and dorsal. The Jakobsonian feature [flat] 
representss labialized and pharyngealized (radical) articulations, but also includes 
velarizedd (dorsal) articulations. Sagey (1988) and Pulleyblank (1995) include a tongue 
roott and a radical node, respectively, in their accounts of place feature geometry, but in 
eachh case these nodes are direct dependents of the place node. Pulleyblank's account is 
shownn in (7). It should be noted that in recognising the relationship between labial and 
radicall  as being peripheral, I am not claiming any phonological significance of coronal 
andd dorsal together. That is, I make no claim that these features might be acquired 
together,, for example. 
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(7) ) Placee feature geometry according to Pulleyblank (1995) 
Place e 

Radical l 

[High]]  [Back] [Low] [ATR] 

Goingg back to DP, I propose an element [P] (Peripheral) to represent the common 
denominatorr of the segments that are produced peripherally to the oral cavity. The most 
significantt components of the interpretation of the element [P] are the feature [labial] for 
consonants,, and pharyngeal constriction for vowels, which I wil l refer to as the feature 
[low]]  for ease of comparison with previous accounts. There are no vowels with labial as 
theirr primary feature . Similarly, consonants with pharyngeal constriction as primary 
articulationn are fairly rare (Ladefoged & Maddieson, 1996: 39). These considerations 
suggestt that labial consonants and low vowels are the regularly occurring segments that 
aree produced with the element [P] in a governing position. This would account for the 
widelyy attested occurrence of the low vowel and a labial consonant amongst the earliest 
segmentss to be acquired by children. That is, these children have acquired the element 
[P],, which represents both of these segment types. 

II  tentatively suggest that the element [P] in dependent positions represent retracted 
tonguee root (RTR) vowels. Smith (2000), in accounting for sibilants, notes that the 
typicall  difference between laminal25 and apical26 articulation is the tongue being more 
retractedd in the apical articulation. The element [P] in a dependent position would 
accountt for this retraction. The tentative interpretation of the element [P] is therefore as 
shownn in (8). 

233 It should be noted that the use of the term peripheral might be interpreted by some readers as 
suggestingg a marginal status for the element [P]. That is not the intention of this proposal. 
Peripherall  is used to represent the positional relationship with the oral cavity and not a 
qualitativee relationship. 
244 I address the issue of round vowels later in this sub-section. 
255 Articulations with the blade of the tongue. 
266 Articulations with the tip of the tongue. 
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(8)) Tentative interpretation of the element [P]. 

Governing:: consonants - labial constriction 

vowelss - primary pharyngeal constriction (low) 

Dependent:: consonants - lingual (tongue body) retraction 

vowelss - retracted tongue root (RTR) 

Itt is not possible to equate the element [P] with any of the traditional elements used in 
DP.. At most, one could say that it resembles some aspects of the elements [A] and [ITJ. 
Itt is not identical to [A] , which accounts for low vowels, because [A] includes dorsal 
consonantss and excludes labial consonants. Nor is it equivalent to [U] , which accounts 
forr labial consonants, because [U] includes back vowels and excludes low vowels, which 
aree accounted for by [P]. 

II  now address the segments produced with primary articulation within the oral cavity. 
Itt should be noted that the DP account by Smith represents articulations with primary 
constrictionn at the back of the mouth with two different elements, namely, [A] for dorsal 
consonantss and [U] for back vowels. I propose the element [B] (Back) to account for the 
segmentss articulated with primary constriction at the back of the oral cavity, that is, 
dorsall  consonants and back vowels (Ladefoged & Maddieson, 1996). The interpretation 
off  [B] in governing positions would account for dorsal constrictions for consonants and 
backk constrictions for vowels. In dependent positions it would account for retroflex 
consonants.. These are shown in (9). No interpretation is given of this element in 
dependentt vowel positions. This issue is considered later in this section. 

(9)) Tentative interpretation of the element [B] . 

Governing:: consonants - dorsal constriction 

vowelss - velar constriction (back) 

Dependent:: consonants - retroflex 

vowelss - (not yet assigned) 

Thiss element is not at all similar to the current DP element [A] , which accounts for 
dorsall  consonants, since that element also accounts for low vowels and not for back 
vowels.. Nor is it similar to the current DP element [U] , which accounts for back vowels, 
becausee that element also accounts for labial consonants and not for dorsal consonants. 

Thee final element that is included in this account of segment structure is the only one 
thatt is basically similar to a traditional DP element, namely [I] . That is, it is the element 
thatt accounts for coronal consonants and front vowels28. The labelling is not important, 

277 Articulations with the tip of the tongue bent backwards and up slightly. 
288 DP is not the only model that recognises this relationship, Government Phonology (Kaye, 
Lowenstammm and Vergnaud, 1985) and some feature geometry approaches also do. 
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butt in keeping with the change that was necessary for the other two elements I prefer to 
labell  this element [F]29 (Front). 

Thee tentative interpretations of all the place features discussed are presented in Table 
0.2.. Primary and secondary refer to the effect of the elements in governing and 
dependentt positions, respectively. A few problems with this tentative account will now 
bee discussed. The most obvious problem is with the non-representation of the feature 
[round].. The relationship between back vowels and the feature [round] is relatively 
uncontroversial.. Stevens, Keyser and Kawasaki (1986) interpret [round] as an 
enhancementt of [back]. 

Tablee 0.2: Tentative interpretation of the proposed place features. 

p p 

F F 

B B 

C o n s o n a nt t 

Primar y y 

[labial] ] 

[coronal] ] 

[dorsal] ] 

Secondary y 

"retracted" " 

"normal" " 

"retroflex" " 

V o w el l 

Primar y y 

[low] ] 

[front] ] 

[back] ] 

Secondary y 

[RTR] ] 

[ATR] ] 

--

Withh this in mind it could be suggested that the element [B] encompasses [round] as a 
secondaryy feature for vowels, especially since a dependent function for [B] is not yet 
identifiedd in Table 0.2 for vowel structures. However, the interpretation of the element 
[B] ,, which I suggest implies backness, does not itself lead to the inclusion of roundness, 
withinn that interpretation. Except for the observed regular co-occurrence of the features, 
theree is nothing inherent in backness that accounts for roundness. That is, I reject the 
suggestionss that [back] and [round] are represented by the same element. This does not 
suggestt a lack of recognition of the relationship between back vowels and roundness, but 
11 would prefer to avoid the "easy" solution of assuming that they are represented by the 
samee feature and instead look further for another explanation. 

Thee issue is complicated by the observation that there is also a relationship between 
somee consonants and the feature [round]. Sagey (1986: 136) points out that both back 
vowelss and labial consonants can trigger rounding harmony in Tulu. In light of this, den 
Dikkenn and van der Hulst (1988: 20) agree that this process is best identified as "labial 
harmony".. With this in mind I re-examine the element that is interpreted as accounting 
forr the feature [labial] to see whether it may indeed include [round]. 

Thee element [P], loosely defined as encompassing speech sounds produced on the 
peripheryy of the oral cavity, dominates the [labial] and [radical] features. One way of 
capturingg the full potential of the element [P] is to recognise this sub-division in its 
interpretation.. That is, I propose the sub-elements [Pi] and [P2] to account for labial 
speechh sounds and radical speech sounds, respectively. If this was to be represented in 

299 A minor observation regarding the traditional DP element labels is that they give the 
impressionn of the elements being vowel features that are used to also account for consonants. 
Thee re-labelling suggested, in addition to being necessary to highlight the differences in two of 
thee elements, moves a little closer to capturing the neutral status of the elements, which apply 
equallyy well to consonants and vowels. 
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Featuree Geometry terms, then [P] could be classified as a class node with dependent [Pi] 
andd [P2] as presented in (10). 

Thee sub-element [Pi] is interpreted for consonants as accounting for labial 
constrictionn (as in the articulation of /p/) in governing positions and labial expansion 
(rounding)) in dependent positions. For vowels, [Pi] is interpreted as also accounting for 
labiall  expansion in dependent positions. There are no vowels that are generally 
interpretedd as having [labial] as a primary feature. 

(10)) Proposed sub-segmental elements 

Place e 

[P]]  Peripheral 

[PI]]  [P2] [F] [B] 
Labiall  Radical Coronal Dorsal 

Roundd RTR Front Back 

Ass discussed above, feature [round] regularly co-occurs with the feature [back], but I 
considerr this roundness to be secondary. One indication of this is the fact that non-back 
vowelss may also be [round], although this is typologically rarer. Therefore, I suggest 
thatt the sub-element [Pi] in the governing position of a vowel would be uninterpretable. 
Thatt is, there is no primary function for the element [Pi] in the governing position of a 
vowel.. The interpretations of [Pi] are shown in (11), with no interpretation of it 
governingg vowel positions. 

(11)) Proposed interpretation of the sub-element [Pi]. 

Governing:: consonants - labial constriction 

vowelss - not interpretable 

Dependent:: consonants - labial expansion (rounding) 

vowelss - labial expansion (rounding) 

Thee interpretation of the sub-element [P2] for consonants is as pharyngeal constriction 
inn governing positions and lingual retraction in dependent positions. This was discussed 
abovee in looking at the interpretation of the element [P]. For vowels, the interpretation 
off  [P2] is as primary pharyngeal constriction (low) in governing positions and retracted 
tonguee root (RTR) in dependent positions. This is presented in (12). 
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(12)) Proposed interpretation of the element [P2]. 

Governing:: consonants - pharyngeal constriction 

vowelss - primary pharyngeal constriction (low) 

Dependent:: consonants - lingual retraction 

vowelss - retracted tongue root (RTR) 

Thee proposed inventory of elements and sub-elements is shown schematically in (13). 
Inn order to give a picture of the interaction between the elements and segments, I have 
superimposedd on the diagram selected consonants and vowels, namely, /p/, /t/, Ikl, IhJ, 
HI,HI, Id, Ixxl, lol and /a/. The vowels are represented within the schematic triangle. This 
givess a similar representational picture as the current popular vowel space diagram (cf. 
Ladefogedd & Maddison, 1996). The consonants are represented outside the schematic 
trianglee in (13) but are aligned with the relevant elements and corresponding vowels, in 
termss of place of articulation. 

(13)) Schematic of the proposed elements and selected segments. 

Anotherr problem that arises from the initial interpretation of the elements (Table 0.2) 
iss the interpretation of the element [F] in dependent positions for consonants. Due to the 
similarityy between the traditional DP element [I] and the element [F], which is proposed 
inn this account, I had tentatively incorporated Smith's (2000) interpretation of [I] into my 
interpretationn of [F]. Compare Tables 0.1 and 0.2. In accounting for sibilant place 
features,, Smith suggests "retracted" (IA), "normal" (I) and "retroflex" (IU). Note that 
"normal""  is the interpretation of [I] (supposedly in a governing position) as opposed to 
[11 I] 30, which would represent the feature [I] in both the governing and dependent 

300 Smith (1988: 214) assumes that the dependent interpretation of [I] for consonants can be 
palatall  constriction or pharyngeal expansion. 
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positions.. Smith apparently recognises no secondary function for [I] in consonants. 
Thereforee I need to revise the account I gave of the element [F] in Table 0.2. 

Thee dependent interpretation of the element [F] for consonants can best be described 
ass being similar to its advanced tongue root (ATR) interpretation for vowels. Trigo 
(1988)) argues that [ATR] is phonologically relevant for voiced obstruents in some 
languagess such as Bucan and Madurese. This is based on the observation that a suffix 
vowel,, unspecified for [ATR], becomes [ATR] even when it follows a stem with a non 
[ATR]]  vowel, but ending in a voiced obstruent. Trigo views this as [ATR] harmony 
triggeredd by the stem-final voiced obstruent. Den Dikken & van der Hulst (1988: 70) 
agreee that this is an indication that [ATR] can be phonologically present in the 
representationn of consonants and be active in spreadingg processes. 

Havingg considered these initial problems I now propose a modified account of the 
primaryy and secondary interpretations of the sub-segrnental elements for both consonants 
andd vowels as presented in Table 0.3 

Tablee 0.3: Proposed interpretation place features. 

p p 
Pi i 

P2 2 

F F 

B B 

C o n s s 

Primar y y 

[labial] ] 

[radical] ] 

[coronal] ] 

[dorsal] ] 

onn a nt 

Secondary y 

[round] ] 

"retracted" " 

[ATR] ] 

"retroflex" " 

V o w el l 

Primar y y 

--

[low] ] 

[front] ] 

[back] ] 

Secondary y 

[round] ] 

[RTR] ] 

[ATR] ] 

--

Notee that no primary vowel interpretation is suggested for [Pi], neither is a secondary 
vowell  interpretation suggested for the element [B]. This brings me back to the question 
off  the feature [round]. Up to this point I have not accounted for the typical co-
occurrencee of the features [back] and [round] in vowels. I suggest that with no 
secondaryy function for the element [B], vowels with this element adopt the "orphaned" 
[Pi]]  secondary vowel function [round] in most cases. The secondary vowel function of 
thee element [Pi] can be considered as orphaned to the extent that it has no primary vowel 
functionn recognised in this approach. This would account for the typologically typical 
co-occurrencee of the feature [round] with the feature [back] and also allows for the 
featuree [round] to be available to co-occur with non-back vowels if the particular 
languagee requires that. 

0.55 Towards an OT/DP Account of Acquisition Data 

Inn §0.4 a proposal is made for a modification of DP's sub-segrnental features, which can 
bee applied as a sub-theory of OT. In this section an indication of how this approach 
wouldd account for acquisition data is presented. I show how the proposed features and 
OTT can account for the attested segments and exclude those not attested in the early 
stagess of phonological acquisition. 
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Thee constraints that are applied are all derived from general wellformedness 
principless and/or typological facts. Some are formulated within the DP model of the 
syllablee adopted from Smith (2000), which is repeated in (14) for convenient reference 
(cf.. §0.2). The constraints are presented in (15). 

(14)) Syllable and segment structure (Smith, 2000) 

N""  (syllable) 
// | 

// N' (rhyme) 
// ! 

// N (nucleus) 
// ! 

M"[C ]]  M"[V ] ]CT (obstruent sonorant) 
ii  i 

M'[C]]  M' [V] (noncontinuant continuant) 

MM [C] M [V] (constrictive nonconstrictive) 

[ P l a c e]]  ([A, I, U]) 

(15)) Some constraints on segmental structure. 

a.. M-PROJECTION (M-PROJ): A node M° is dominated by 
nodess that agree with it in terms of features. 

b.. CV TEMPLATE: The head of N" is M[V ] and the dependent 
isM[C] . . 

c.. [P] HEAD M[V] : The element [P] is head of a vowel structure. 

d.. [F] HEAD M[C] : The element [F] is head of a consonant 
structure. . 

e.. *[B] : The element [B] is prohibited. 

f.. FAITH: Inputs and outputs should correspond to each other. 

Thee constraints M-PROJECTION and CV TEMPLATE are basically adopted from 
Smithh (2000)3'. The constraints [P] HEAD M[V] 32, [F] HEAD M[C] and *[B] , capture 
thee typological preference for low vowels and coronal consonants as opposed to back 
segments.. Levelt (1994: 87) also utilises a constraint on Dorsal specifications, but not 

Smithh represents what I call the CV TEMPLATE constraint as ONSET TEMPLATE-CV. 
Smithh has a constraint called A HEAD-M[V] , representing [A] as head of a vowel structure. 
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withinn an OT framework. The FAITH family of constraints is widely used to account 
forr the fact that languages sometimes violate wellformedness principles in order to 
maintainn underlying structure in the output. It is not necessary here for me to distinguish 
betweenn the various constraints that constitute the FAITH family. Therefore, I wil l refer 
too either FAITH or the FAITH constraints throughout. 

Inn Chapter 5 it was shown that most of the children in the study had the coronal 
consonantt /d/ and low vowel /a/ as their first segments, in addition some children had a 
labiall  consonant, /b/ or /p/, or a front high vowel N. None of the children showed 
evidencee of the acquisition of back segments in the first stage. This is in keeping with 
mostt acquisition studies in the literature. 

11 wil l first present the constraint hierarchy that would be a part of the adult's system, 
thenn show the constraint hierarchy of the child's system and how the child moves 
towardss the adult model. The relevant section of the adult constraint hierarchy, which 
wouldd produce the required segments, is presented in (16). It shows the FAITH 
constraintss being ranked above all the wellformedness constraints33, with the effect that 
alll  the segments in the input wil l be produced faithfully by the adult. This ignores non-
grammaticall  influences such as slips of the tongue. 

(16)) A part of the adult constraint hierarchy. 

FAITHH » *[B ] »M-PROJ & CV TEMPLATE » 

[F]]  HEAD [C], [P] HEAD [V] . 

Thee symbol ' » ' indicates that the constraint to the left is ranked higher than the one to 
thee right. The constraints separated by a comma are not ranked with respect to each 
other. . 

Thee child at the first stage of acquisition has the FAITH constraints ranked below all 
thee wellformedness constraints. The relevant portion of her constraint hierarchy is 
presentedd in (17). 

(17)) A part of the child's first stage constraint hierarchy. 

*[B ]]  » M-PROJ & CV TEMPLATE » [F] HEAD [C], 

[P]]  HEAD [ V ] » FAITH. 

Withh this constraint hierarchy the child wil l produce only coronal stops and low vowels. 
II  use an input with a dorsal consonant and back vowel plus some of the more likely 
candidatess for the output, to demonstrate this in Table 0.4. In this example, the input 
formm /gu/ produces the output form /da/. 

""  The complete adult phonological system would have other wellformedness constraints being 
rankedd above FAITH to account for adult phonological processes such as homorganic nasal 
assimilation,, however this is not relevant here. 
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Tablee 0.4: The OT grammar of a child at first  stage of feature acquisition 
Input ::  /gu/ 

/gu/ / 

/gi/ / 

/ga/ / 

/du/ / 

-»» /da/ 

/bu/ / 

/na/ / 

/mu/ / 

*[B ] ] 

** ! ! 

*» » 

*! ! 

* i i 

*! ! 

* ! ! 

M-PROJ J 
CVTEM P P 

*! ! 

* * 

[F]]  HEAD [C] 

* * 

* * 

* * 

* * 

* * 

[P]]  HEAD [V] 

* * 

* * 

* * 

* * 

* * 

FAIT H H 

* * 

* * 

* * 

* * * 

* * 

** * 

* * 

Notes:: * - Violation 
!!  - Fatal violation 
—»-- Output form (winning candidate) 

Ass the child acquires more of the adult phonology she adjusts her constraint hierarchy 
inn stages to more approximate the adult hierarchy. One way of doing this is by 
promotingg the FAITH constraints. At stage two, most of the children start acquiring 
dorsall  consonants and back vowels. This stage would be represented by the FAITH 
constraintss being promoted to be ranked more highly than the *[B] constraint as shown 
inn (18). 

(18)) A part of the child's second stage constraint hierarchy. 

FAITHH » *[B] » M-PROJ & CV TEMPLATE » [F] HEAD [C], 

[P]]  HEAD [V] . 

Thee effect of this can be demonstrated using the same input, /gu/, as presented in Table 
0.5.. Here it is shown that all the output candidates except the one that matches the input 
violatee the FAITH constraints. That also occurred in the first example (Table 0.4), 
howeverr in that case the FAITH constraints were ranked too low to have an effect in the 
selectionn of the optimal candidate. In this case it is ranked more highly than the 
constraintt that is violated by the input form, hence the candidate that matches the input 
formm is optimal. 
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Tablee 0.5: The OT grammar of a child at a later  stage of feature acquisition 
Input ::  /gu/ 

-»» /gu/ 

/gi/ / 

/ga/ / 

/du/ / 

/da/ / 

/bu/ / 

/na/ / 

/mu/ / 

FAITH H 

*! ! 

* i i 

*! ! 
* * i i 

*! ! 
* * i i 

*! ! 

*[B ] ] 

** * 

* * 

* * 

* * 

* * 

* * 

M-PROJ J 
CVTEMP P 

* * 

* * 

[F]]  HEAD [C] 

* * 

* * 

* * 

* * 

* * 

[P]]  HEAD [V] 

* * 

* * 

* * 

* * 

* * 

Notes:: * - Violation 
!!  - Fatal violation 
-»-- Output form (winning candidate) 

Alll  the children follow the pattern of starting with the FAITH constraints ranked low 
inn the hierarchy and promoting it over time. Variation occurs in terms of the time 
intervalss at which the constraint hierarchy is reranked, in terms of the intermediate points 
att which the FAITH constraints stop, and the variation of the ranking of wellformedness 
constraintss (see §0.7). 

0.66 Evidence from the Jamaican Children 

Inn this section I discuss a few examples of place feature acquisition from the data of the 
childrenn in this project. As I have already indicated this is not the main focus of the 
dissertationn and therefore I wil l not treat the examples exhaustively, but rather just 
sufficientlyy to demonstrate the workings of the proposal. I will firstly consider the 
stagess of acquisition of the relevant segments, from §6.5 that addressed the research 
questions.. I will then take a couple of examples of actual child utterances and the target 
adultt forms, to demonstrate how the grammar, as proposed here, would account for the 
observations. . 

Thee first three stages of segment acquisition applicable to all the children in the study 
iss presented in Table 0.6, adapted from Table 6.18 in §6.5. In this table it is seen that the 
generall  tendency is for the children to acquire their first labial and coronal consonants 
beforee they acquire their first dorsal consonant. Similarly, they acquire the low vowel 
andd their first front vowels before they acquire their first back vowel. In fact this is not 
justt a tendency. All of the children in the study, without exception, follow this pattern. 
Seee Tables 5.7 to 5.12, in Chapter 5, for the breakdown of the ages of acquisition of each 
segmentt by each child. 
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Tablee 0.6: First three stages of the generalised phoneme inventory development 
profil ee for  all children. 

Stage e 
Stage e 

I I 

0;9-l;6 6 
Stage e 

I I I 

l;6-2;0 0 

Stage e 
II I I 

2;0-2;6 6 

Syllable-initiall  cons. 

bb d 

mm n 
pp b t d k 

mm n 
pp b t d k g 
ff  s 
ww j 

Syllable-finall  cons. 

n n 
t t 

mm n 
pp t k 

s s 

Vowels s 
i i 

a a 

ii  l u 
€€ A 

a a 

ii  i o u 
ee A 

a a 
ie e 

Ass was noted in §0.3, the DP approach proposed by Smith (2000) does not easily 
accountt for these observations. The particular combination of features that are 
representedd by SmiuYs sub-segmental elements suggests implicational relationships that 
aree not attested. The acquisition of low vowel implies acquisition of dorsal consonant 
andd the acquisition of labial consonant implies acquisition of back vowel. These are not 
attestedd in the Jamaican acquisition data. Additionally, the attested (near) simultaneous 
acquisitionn of dorsal consonants and back vowels cannot be accounted for in an 
unproblematicc way. On the other hand, the sub-segmental elements that 1 propose easily 
providee an accurate account of the observed acquisition pattern. 

Too demonstrate how this works I take a few examples from one child. Like all the 
otherr children Shakira (G12) acquired her first labial and coronal consonants before her 
firstfirst dorsal consonant. Similarly she acquired the low vowel and her first front vowel 
beforee she acquired her first back vowel. In (19) are a few examples of her output forms 
andd the assumed input, that is, the adult target forms. These examples are used in OT 
Tabless to show how the OT grammar, with constraints from the modified sub-segmental 
elements,, account for her observed utterances. 

(19)) Examples of Shakira's (G12) output and input forms and English gloss. 

a.. 'daddy' /dade/ -> [dada] (1;3) 

b.. 'kitty' /km/ -» [drti] (1;11) 

c.. 'shampoo' /fampu/ -» [fapu] (2;3) 

d.. 'cake' /kek/ -» [ke] (2;3) 
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Inn the first example the consonant /d/, which is in the input, is also in the output, 
howeverr the vowel /a/ is in the output as opposed to the input vowel Id. The way the 
grammarr would account for this is demonstrated using Table 0.7. 

Tablee 0.7: Example of the rejection of a non-low vowel by the OT 
grammarr  of Shakira at the age of 1 ;3 

Input : : 
/dade/ / 
/dade/ / 

->> /dada/ 

*[B ] ] M-PROJ J 
CVV TEMP 

[F]]  HEAD [C] [P]]  HEAD [V] 

* i i 

FAITH H 

* * 

Notes:: * - Violation 
!!  - Fatal violation 
—>>  - Output form (winning candidate) 

Inn each of these examples I present only those candidates I deem necessary for 
accountingg for the acquisition of the place elements. This situation can be accounted for 
withh the FAITH constraints ranked as the lowest of all the constraints considered here. 
Thee input vowel Id violates the constraint [P] HEAD [V] , which requires the element 
[P]]  to be the head of vowels. The head of the vowel lel is the element [F]. 

Thee second example shows the selection of a candidate with non-low vowel but 
rejectingg the dorsal segment that is in die input. The account of this is demonstrated 
usingg Table 0.8. Here there is evidence that the FAITH constraints are now ranked 
abovee the constraint [P] HEAD [V] . This example provides no evidence that it should 
bee ranked any higher. 

Tablee 0.8: Example of the selection of a non-low vowel, but rejection of a dorsal 

Input ::  /km/ 

/kiti / / 

->> /drti/ 

/data/ / 

*[B ] ] 

*! ! 

M-PROJ J 
CVTEMP P 

[F]]  HEAD [C] 

* * 

FAITH H 

* * 

* * * i i 

[P]]  HEAD [V] 

** * 

** * 

Notes:: * - Violation 
!!  - Fatal violation 
—>>  - Output form (winning candidate) 

Thiss particular positioning may appear odd in light of the determination earlier in this 
sectionn that the two constraints [P] HEAD [V] and [F] HEAD [C] are not ranked with 
respectt to each other. My argument would be that if no constraint intervenes between 
them,, then they could have equal ranking status. However it is possible for there to be 
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ann intervening constraint, as is seen in this example. The question now would be, which 
off  these two constraints are ranked higher when there is an intervening constraint. I 
examinee this issue further when I look at variation in the following section. 

Alsoo for the account of the example in (19b), it is noted that the dorsal segment /k/ in 
thee input is still not selected for the output. This is evidence that the FAITH constraints 
aree still ranked below the *[B] constraint, which disallows dorsal consonants and back 
vowelss as is shown in Table 0.8. Note also that the third candidate in Table 0.8 (data), 
whichh would have been close to ideal in the first example, having both vowels replaced 
byy /a/, is not selected in this case. In this example this candidate violates the FAITH 
constraintss three times, by having three segments different from the input form. 

Inn (19c) there is an example of a back vowel being selected for the output at the age 
off  2;3. The account of this is demonstrated using Table 0.9. 

Tablee 0.9: Example of a back vowel candidate selection by the OT grammar of 
Shakiraa at the age of 2;3 

Input : : 
/Jampu/ / 
/Jampu/ / 

—>> /Japu/ 

/Jampa/ / 

/Japa/ / 

*CODA A 

*! ! 

*! ! 

FAITH H 

* * 

* * 

** i i 

*[B ] ] 

* * 

* * 

M-PROJ J 
CVTEMP P 

* * 

* * 

* * 

* * 

[F]]  HEAD [C] 

** * 

* * 

** * 

* * 

[P]]  HEAD [V] 

* * 

* * 

Notes:: * - Violation 
!!  - Fatal violation 
—»  - Output form (winning candidate) 

Thee evidence suggests that at this point the FAITH constraints are ranked above the 
constraintt *[B] , which disallows back vowels and dorsal consonants. To account for this 
particularr example it is necessary to introduce another constraint, based on the fact that 
thee input included a coda consonant that does not appear in the output form. The 
constraintt is *CODA, which basically disallows codas in syllables. When the present 
proposall  is further developed in forthcoming papers, the universal preference for 
syllabless without codas will be represented as a constraint on the syllabic dependency 
relations.. However, that is beyond the scope of this introductory exposé, which I restrict 
too a discussion of place features. For now, the widely accepted *CODA constraint will 
sufficee to make the point. 

Thee first output candidate, in Table 0.9, which perfectly matches the input form and 
thereforee satisfies the more highly ranked FAITH constraints, fatally violates the 

AA constraint. The second candidate does not violate *CODA, but as a result 
violatess the FAITH constraints. It is however still selected as the optimal candidate 
becausee the other candidates considered are even less desirable to the present constraint 
hierarchy. . 
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Thiss same constraint hierarchy accounts for the fact that dorsal consonants are also 
allowedd in the output at this point as seen from the example in (19b). This account is 
demonstratedd using Table 0.10. 

Tablee 0.10: Example of a dorsal consonant candidate selection by the OT 
grammarr  of Shakira at the age of 2;3 

Input : : 
/kek/ / 
/kek/ / 

->/ke/ / 

/de/ / 

/ded/ / 

/da/ / 

A A 

* t t 

*! ! 

FAITH H 

* * 

* * i i 

** * 

* * i i 

*[B ] ] 

** * 

* * 

M-PROJ J 
CVV TEMP 

[F]]  HEAD [C] 

** * 

* * 

[P]]  HEAD [V] 

* * 

* * 

* * 

* * 

Notes:: * - Violation 
!!  - Fatal violation 
—>>  - Output form (winning candidate) 

Againn the *CODA constraint is necessary to account for this example. The first 
candidate,, which matches the input form, violates the *CODA constraint although it 
satisfiess the FAITH constraints. The optimal candidate is the second one, which violates 
thee FAITH constraints in order to satisfy the more highly ranked *CODA constraint. All 
thee other candidates considered are less acceptable to the present constraint hierarchy. 

Itt should be noted that the crucial relevance of this and the previous example is not 
thee presence of the *CODA constraint, but the fact that the FAITH constraints are at this 
pointt ranked higher man the *[B] constraint. One of the main points of the examples 
consideredd in this section is the promotion of the FAITH constraints up the constraint 
hierarchyy as the acquisition process progresses. Recall that FAITH represents a family 
off  constraints and so any one or more of this family could be so affected. This 
promotionn of the FAITH constraints during acquisition has been recognised in several 
studiess within OT, to include Tesar & Smolensky (1994/1998) and Levelt, Schiller & 
Leveltt (2000). 

Alsoo significant in this section is the fact that the relationship between the FAITH 
constraintss and the *[B] constraint is sufficient to account for the general acquisition 
patternn seen for all the children in the study. That is, no dorsal consonant or back vowel 
iss acquired before their first labial and coronal consonants and low and front vowels. 
Alsoo when the first dorsal consonant and back vowel are acquired, they appear almost at 
thee same age in most cases. Smith's (2000) proposal for sub-segmental elements does 
nott allow for an account of these observations in such a straightforward way. 
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0.77 Accounting for  Variation 

Ass was presented in Chapters 5 and 6, the children in this study showed evidence of a 
similarr order of development for most of the phenomena concerned, and differed 
primaryy in terms of the ages of acquisition. In terms of their sequence of acquisition of 
thee place of articulation features, they also varied, but to a lesser extent. That is, all the 
children,, without exception, acquired their first coronal and labial consonants before 
theirr first dorsal consonant, and the low vowel and their first front vowel before their 
firstfirst back vowel. The only variation in that regard is that some of the children acquired 
thee first two places of articulation features simultaneously, while the others did not. For 
example,, from that data, coronal always precedes labial and dorsal unless coronal and 
labiall  are acquired together. In either case, coronal and labial always precede dorsal. 
Thee equivalent situation is true for the vowels, with low preceding front and velar unless 
loww and front are acquired at the same age. 

Inn §0.6, I raised the question of the relationship between the two constraints [P] 
HEADD [V] and [F] HEAD [C]. Basically, since these constraints would not normally 
conflictt with each other, there is actually no need for them to be ranked with respect to 
eachh other. Where their ranking has to be considered is where there is another 
constraint,, with which they must be ranked, intervening between the two. An example 
off  this was seen in the previous section, with the FAITH constraints intervening to 
accountt for the occurrence of the vowel /i/. This is exactly the sort of relationship that 
allowss for individual variation. Note that the position in the hierarchy of the *[B] 
constraintt relative to the constraints [P] HEAD [V] and [F] HEAD [C] is not variable, 
basedd on the evidence from this study. The variability of the ranking of the constraints 
[P]]  HEAD [V] and [F] HEAD [C], when another constraint intervenes, affects the 
sequencee of acquisition of non-low vowels and non-coronal consonants. Therefore, if 
thee first labial consonant is acquired before the first front vowel then that would be an 
indicationn that the constraint [P] HEAD [V] was at that point ranked higher than [F] 
HEADD [C], with the FAITH constraints between them. On the other hand, if the first 
frontfront vowel is acquired before the first labial consonant, that would be an indication that 
thee constraint [F] HEAD [C] is ranked more highly than [P] HEAD [V] , with the FAITH 
constraintss between them. An example of this was demonstrated above using Table 0.8. 
Thee final variation that could occur with these particular constraints is in the situation in 
whichh both the first front vowel and the first labial consonant are acquired at the same 
dataa point. In this case the FAITH constraints would be ranked above both [P] HEAD 
[V]]  and [F] HEAD [C], and the latter two would not necessarily be ranked with respect 
too each other. 

Teresaa (LI2) is one of the children who showed evidence of acquiring her first labial 
consonantt and her first front vowel at the same data point, but still before her first dorsal 
segment.. Examples of single forms that capture this fact are presented in (20). The state 
off  Teresa's grammar at this data point, based on the observed utterances presented in 
(20)) is demonstrated in Tables 0.11 and 0.12. 
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(20)) Examples of Teresa's (LI 2) output and input forms and English gloss. 

a.. 'pig' /pig/ -> [pi] (1;1) 

b.. 'puppy' /pApi/ —>  [papi] (1;1) 

c.. 'give' /grv/ —» [di] (1;1) 

Inn Table 0.11 the candidate that perfectly matches the input form, fatally violates the 
*CODAA constraint due to the syllable-final /g/. The second candidate does not violate 
thee *CODA constraint, hence causing one violation of FAITH. However, even with this 
violationn of the FAITH constraints, it is still a better option than the remaining 
candidatess considered here, which all have more violations of FAITH. 

Tablee 0.11: Example of a labial consonant and front vowel candidate selection by 

Inpu t t 
:/pig/ / 

/pig/ / 

-»/pi/ / 

/ti / / 

/ta/ / 

A A 

*! ! 

*[B ] ] M-PROJ J 
CVV TEMP 

* * 

FAITH H 

* * 

** ! ! 

*** ! ! 

[F]]  HEAD [C] 

* * 

* * 

[P]]  HEAD [V] 

* * 

* * 

* * 

Notes:: * - Violation 
!!  - Fatal violation 
—»» - Output form (winning candidate) 

Thee same constraint hierarchy accounts for the rejection of dorsal consonants at this 
dataa point, as demonstrated in Table 0.12. Again, the candidate that perfectly matches 
thee input form, fatally violates the *CODA constraint due to the syllable-final /v/. The 
secondd candidate does not violate the *CODA constraint, hence causing one violation of 
thee FAITH constraints. However, it fatally violates the *[B ] constraint by including a 
dorsall  consonant. The optimal candidate of those considered in this example is /di/ 
becausee its two violations of FAITH are still less than the violations by the remaining 
candidatess considered. 
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Tablee 0.12: Example of the rejection of a dorsal consonant candidate by the OT 
grammarr  of Teresa at the age of 1;1 

Input t 
:/giv/ / 
/giv/ / 

/gi/ / 

->/di/ / 

/da/ / 

*CODA A 

*! ! 

*[B ] ] 

* * 

* i i 

M-PROJ J 
CVV TEMP 

FAITH H 

* * 

** * 

*** ! ! 

[F]]  HEAD [C] 

* * 

* * 

[P]]  HEAD [V] 

* * 

* * 

* * 

Notes:: * - Violation 
!!  - Fatal violation 
—>> - Output form (winning candidate) 

Fromm the discussions in this section it is established that the model can account for the 
variationn that is observed between the children. The variation in the ages of acquisition 
iss accounted for by the fact that the children are not restricted to any particular time or 
stagee for the reranking of the constraints. The fact that the children are able to have the 
FAITHH constraints land at each possible landing site on the way up the hierarchy or to 
skipp some landing sites, accounts for the variation in the sequence of acquisition of the 
sub-segmentall  place elements. If a child has the FAITH constraints landing between the 
[P]]  HEAD [V] and [F] HEAD [C] constraints, then the ranking of the latter two 
constraintss is also optional. It is important to note that for the Jamaican children in this 
study,, there is no possibility of changing the ranking relationship between the *[B] 
constraintt on the one hand and the [Pj HEAD [V] and [F] HEAD [C] constraints on the 
otherr hand. That is evidenced by the fact that none of these children acquire their first 
dorsall  consonant before their first coronal and labial consonants or their first back vowel 
beforee their first low and front vowels. 

0.88 Conclusion 

OTT accounts for phonological acquisition in terms of the continuous reranking of 
constraintss until the child's phonological system matches the adult target system. 
However,, OT can be improved by using the DP model of sub-segmental structure. The 
existingg interpretation of the sub-segmental place elements in DP does not account for 
thee acquisition data generally and makes unattested predictions. In order to provide the 
neededd complementary theory of sub-segmental representation for OT, I propose 
modificationss to Smith's (2000) DP sub-segmental features, with the advantage of 
accountingg also for acquisition data. 

Thee proposal includes a place element [P] (Peripheral), which includes labial 
consonants,, low vowels and rounding. I also propose the element [B] (Back), which 
representss dorsal consonants and back vowels. The element [F] (Front) represents 
coronall  consonants and front vowels. These modifications allow for a less problematic 
accountt of general acquisition data. I can account for the attested near simultaneous 
acquisitionn of labial consonants and low vowels and/or coronal consonants and front 
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vowels,, as well as the subsequent near simultaneous acquisition of dorsal consonants and 
backk vowels. 

Thee sub-segmental features proposed were then presented in terms of OT constraints 
andd used to demonstrate how the acquisition process is accounted for in the OT 
approach.. According to OT, the optimal output candidate for an input form is selected 
basedd on the satisfaction/violation of a set of ranked constraints, whose ranking varies 
forr different language varieties. The FAITH family of constraints requires agreement 
betweenn the input and the output, whereas wellformedness constraints require the output 
too conform to generally preferred structures in the languages 

Childrenn begin acquiring their phonological systems with the FAITH constraints 
rankedd low in the hierarchy. The low ranking FAITH constraints result in most children 
producingg a coronal consonant and low vowel initially . As they acquire more of the 
grammarr the FAITH constraints are promoted allowing a wider variety of outputs. 
Individuall  variation occurs in terms of the time interval between rerankings, in terms of 
thee intermediate points at which the FAITH constraints are placed, and in terms of the 
rankingg relationship between some of the wellformedness constraints. 

Althoughh the proposal for a revised representation of sub-segmental features was 
madee with the DP framework and utilised within OT, the principles that motivated the 
proposall  can be applied in many other models. For example it can be incorporated into 
thee Feature Geometry approach as shown in (21). 

(21)) Proposed sub-segmental place elements in a feature tree 

Labiall  [PI] Radical [P2] Coronal [F] Dorsal [B] 

Roundd RTR Front Back 

Althoughh I subscribe to the DP and OT approaches, I recognise that there are some 
phonologistss who do not. Therefore, it is important for me to point out that the insight 
presentedd here is not inextricably linked to DP or OT. The insight is very useful in 
accountingg for acquisition data generally, especially in reductionist approaches like DP. 
Moree crucial is the fact that in addition to accounting for acquisition data generally, the 
neww representation yields the same set of phonemes as the existing theories of the 
segment.. It should therefore be capable of dealing, equally adequately, with the same 
(non-acquisition)) data that the present approaches account for. 

Thiss insight was deliberately not discussed in the main body of this dissertation, 
becausee the dissertation is intended to be primarily descriptive. A few examples have 
beenn given of how the theory would be applied to the data from this project. However, 
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thee incorporation of this proposed modification to DP into OT will be more fully 
exploredd in forthcoming publications. 




